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The headline announcement this period came from the ABS with national unemployment hitting a four and a half
year low (seasonally adjusted) at 5.4% in October. While the jobless rate has been creeping down incrementally
for three consecutive months, it remains to be seen whether the figures being reported are indicative of a
genuine shift within the jobs market and also whether they are underpinned by full-time job creation. While we
are still unlikely to reach the historic lows of 4.0% seen prior to the GFC anytime soon, the result should at
least provide some comfort for optimists who concur with the RBA’s forecast of full-time unemployment being
around the 5.0% mark. Whether there is any slack remaining in the jobs market remains to be seen, however
there are some early signs that an improving labour market will translate to improvements to wages growth and
inflation. A holistic look at labour force figures shows, that while the headline unemployment rate has remained
below the 6.0% mark for some time, other factors need to be watched fairly closely to get an overall view of
current labour conditions.
The participation rate has tracked close to the 65.0% mark for most of 2017 which is fairly encouraging.
However, job growth has been dominated by part-time job creation, which has been favourable to those
wanting more flexible working arrangements, but has also left a significant number of individuals wanting to
work more hours feeling ‘under employed’. Australia now has one of the highest levels of part-time work in the
OECD, indicating that the underlying cause is perhaps structural rather than cyclical, with employers creating
more jobs with part-time hours. Underemployment, the measure of those employed people whose labour is not
fully utilised, is at an all-time high. Remaining around the 8.5% mark since early 2015, there is now considerable
concern that the underemployment rate, an important indicator of the spare capacity of workers in Australia, is
at the highest level since modern records began in the 1970’s.
GDP growth is currently sitting at 1.8% ensuring the Australian economy has remained stable for the most part.
Consumer spending has been down on forecasts for some time, especially important since it is the largest
component of GDP, and needs to be a lot higher for GDP to reach its growth target of 3.0% in 2018 and 2019.
Considering we have reached the third positive quarter in a row now since the unexpected negative outcome
towards the end of 2016, talk of a recession should firmly be put to rest.
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The inflation remains low with growth of 1.8% in the year to September 2017, slightly lower compared to the
previous quarter (1.9%) but crucially below the RBA’s 2.0%-3.0% inflation target for the second quarter
in a row. Consumption growth forecasts continue to remain quite flat, and whether these will pick up will
largely depend upon the willingness of business to invest and employ workers, which will lead to higher
household incomes and growth in spending.
One of the drawbacks of low inflation are soft wage increases, crucially reflected in the Wage Price Index
(WPI). While there was a slight upward adjustment this quarter, with WPI reaching 2.0% in September (up
from 1.9% in June), the prolonged period of low wage growth is continuing to attract considerable interest
from the nation’s leading economists. Reserve Bank Governor Philip Lowe has pointed to a combination
of cyclical and structural factors. Firstly, full-time unemployment is still below target (5.0%) and until this
happens, it is expected wages growth will remain below average. Competitive labour pressures, leading to
reduced bargaining power for employees, has been cited as another factor. In addition, a general global
trend in advanced economies has left firms feeling the pressures of increased competition, and this is
having a flow-on effect to subdued wage growth.

‘ TH E M A R K E T’
Over the past quarter the market has remained largely unchanged. The remuneration sentiment index
is trending high again and recorded another strong result this month at 15.2%, with three-quarters of
respondents reporting no change in conditions today compared to six months ago, both within their
organisation and the overall remuneration market. It will be interesting to see whether the market remains
bullish about labour conditions in 2018, despite the soft wage price increases we are currently seeing.
The pay increase barometer this month remained largely the same, the only significant change coming
from the construction and engineering sector which appeared to pick up from a sluggish result last
month with 46.0% of employees currently receiving increases above market, compared to 14.0% last
period. Overall, 28.0% of employees in the sample are receiving ‘at’ (stable) market increases. New hire pay
rates have moved slightly backward compared to last month, albeit still very close to parity with existing
incumbents already in the role (-0.5%). This indicates new hires are being paid at a slight discount relative
to the market. The gender pay index results recorded no change, with the overall gender pay index sitting
at 2.7%. This indicates female employees are being remunerated, on average, 2.7% less than their male
counterparts within the same role at the same organisation.

TR EN D S I N R EM U N ER ATI O N
The median general market employment cost same-incumbent movement is down from figures recorded
throughout 2016 and 2017 and sits at 2.5% in October/November. Employment cost movements for
executives (2.6%) are leading the way above other staff categories, while other career levels have mostly
fallen slightly below the general market.
ACT (3.0%) recorded the highest annual increases, and remained the only state or territory above the
national movements for the second month in a row. NSW (2.6%), Victoria (2.5%) and Queensland (2.5%) all
remained mostly level with the market, while other states were slightly below the national movements with
Tasmania lagging behind the national rate.
The 2016/2017 salary forecast has been revised down slightly to 2.5% due to noticeable market softening
over the past quarter. Interestingly the market is remaining optimistic, a view shared by over 90.0% of
clients polled in the October/November sentiment index survey, who expect remuneration budgets and
hiring conditions to remain the same or better over the next six months.
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OV ER A LL
While the market has shown strong signs of stability over the past 12 months, some caution has started
to impact HR decision making, as evidenced by the declining same-incumbent movements witnessed this
cycle. This is not surprising, considering the subdued economic indices we have been seeing throughout
2017. While the overwhelmingly positive responses to recent Mercer sentiment indexes provide some
optimism, the market appears to be in a period of transition which is expected to continue into 2018. It will
be interesting to see whether this softening continues as we head into the New Year, and will mean that
economic indices and projections will have to be watched closely in the coming months.
The Australian economy has continued to remain steady over this cycle, particularly the labour market
where unemployment and WPI have both had favourable outcomes. Indications are that we are finally
starting to see the market slowly playing catch up with economic expectations, as non-mining investment
starts to creep up and we complete the transition to a more balanced economic environment and jobs
growth that is less dominated by the resources boom. Whether we will experience any significant growth
for the remainder of the year remains to be seen and is unlikely to be felt until mid 2018.
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